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PROBLEMS WITH RESEARCHING WOMEN 
Research is still needed about women, and 
especially minority women, in American 
music.  Slowly we are adding dissertations and 
published articles to the body of  work, but 
much of  what we would like to research is 
difficult to uncover.  Women change names, 
are often undocumented (prior to 1850, for 
example, women are not listed unless head of  
household on U.S. census forms) and generally 
tied to men in past records.  A recent book 
which explores this issue is The Hidden Half  of  
the Family by Christina Kassabian. 

NORMAL TOOLS DO NOT ALWAYS APPLY 
While our training as student researchers is 
thorough, the traditional method we are 
taught will work best when researching a 
major (often male, white, European) composer 
or performer.  The person has to have left their 
mark well enough to be mentioned in Groves, 
journal articles, or books. But what about 
someone like Winifred Hearons, who toured as 
a cornetist during the beginning of  the 20th 
century, and who doesn’t have an entry in 
Groves, and has not been considered 
important enough to inspire biographies and 
articles about her life?  To research her and the 

many like her, women who worked, conducted, 
taught, composed and performed but never hit 
the big time...drastic measures are required! 

GO BEYOND THE TRADITIONAL ACCOUNT 
Even for women who have been well 
researched, using materials which have not 
traditionally been part of  music history 
research (marriage records, passport 
applications, yearbooks, city directories, 
shipping records, census data) can add to the 
breadth of  knowledge.  Taking the time to seek 
out additional information gives us a fuller 
picture of  their lives and experiences, and will 
help us understand the women who have 
walked before us.  How did they manage their 
career with marriage and family, how was 
travel arranged, what educational steps did 
they take, how did their finances work, and 
how did their professional lives change as they 
aged? The answers to these and other 
questions are waiting for us, but not in the 
traditional research method.  Join the many 
who have become fascinated with genealogy. 
Try your hand at uncovering the life and 
career of  someone who shared your passion 
for music, write it down, and share it with the 
world. 
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POSSIBLE SOURCES: IT IS SURPRISING HOW FAST IT GOES ONCE YOU BEGIN! 
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These sources below, especially for U.S. citizens, are very helpful.  Especially for women, discovering the maiden name is an important first step.  
Be aware of  possible errors and cross check when you are able. I found it helpful to create a timeline which outlines what happened when and 

from which source you have found that piece of  information. 

U.S. Census, every ten years (gives full names and also those of  parents, address, place of  parent’s birth, occupation, etc) 

Engagement/Wedding Announcements in newspapers (lists occupation, hometowns, parents’ names, wedding location/date) 

Shipping Arrival Records, U.S. (lists full name, birthdate, age, address) 

Yearbooks (a great resource here is the JGSLI [Jewish Genealogy Society Long Island], www.jewishgen.org, very helpful) 

College Transcripts (names, address and occupation of  parents, high school attended, graduation date, etc.) 

City Directories (these are yearly and list address, women are listed sometimes in parentheses but still searchable) 

U.S. Passport Applications (list name, address of  the person and their parent/guardian/spouse, occupation, reason for travel) 

Draft Cards, WW1, WW2 (full name, address, occupation, same of  parents, race, physical characteristics) 

Marriage Records (the best source for maiden name, often includes birthplace of  parents, address, wedding date, place, etc.) 

Birth Certificates (names of  parents, address, race, etc.) 

Death Certificates, Obituaries, Cemetery Listings (can list surviving relatives like brothers which will give you the maiden name) 

Wills (especially for women pre-1850, wills are one of  the few ways to track down women, who if  widowed may have a will) 

Military Pension Records, Civil War Service Records (names, address, place of  birth, etc.) 

Interviews (finding living relatives of  your person can lead to interviews with family members) 

Photos (yearbooks, wedding/birth/obituary announcements, passport photos, etc.) 

Facebook (possible to connect with living relatives) 

Ancestry websites, such as genealogy.com, ancestry.com, mormon.org, rootsweb.ancestry.com, etc 

Chicago City Directory, 1924 Headstone, Kalamazoo, MI
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